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Lillian August
“The best of archival design led us to the modern aesthetic — it is when form meets function that we reach our highest ideal” says Lillian August of her newest collection, Modern Living. Inspired by classic modern design, Lillian August has reinterpreted her furniture silhouettes with her signature artistic perspective, infusing clean lines with organic materials and striking methods.

Designed with a vision for casual yet elegant living, Lillian August has created a collection that inspires with its strong and classic modern style, while embracing comfort with luxurious and unique materials. Each design element in the Modern Living collection is taken to its highest ideal — polished metals highlight the durable beauty of industrial elements, and organic materials bring a handsome edge to graceful lines.

The Modern Living Collection is the product of a long family history inspired by Lillian and her son Dan. Their unique artistry and diverse points of view have come together here in a collection in harmony with today’s sophisticated casual lifestyle.
U107-C1 MATTHEW CHAIR  /  LW10417 NOLAN SIDE TABLE WHITE STONE  /  U2LL -SKW CORSO LEFT ARM LOVESEAT AND U2LR-SKW CORSO RIGHT ARM LOVESEAT  /  LW10414 NOLAN COCKTAIL TABLE BIG  /  LW10415 NOLAN COCKTAIL TABLE SMALL  /  U201 CORSO OTTOMAN
DESIGN YOUR OWN SERIES
Contemporary style with modular flexibility, this Corso sectional provides both extreme comfort and the opportunity to change your configuration on demand. Shown in the 42-inch depth but add further dimension with the optional 46-inch opportunity.

BUILD YOUR CORSO SECTIONAL IN 6 EASY STEPS

STEP 1: Select your Upholstery
- U2 - Standard Depth 42"
- U6 - Luxury Depth 46"

STEP 2: Select your Depth
- S - Single Bench Cushion
- M - Multi cushion

STEP 3: Select your Frame
- C1 - Chair
- O1 - Ottoman
- SL - Left Arm Sofa W=92"
- DR - Right Arm Davenport Corner Sofa W=103"
- DL - Left Arm Davenport Corner Sofa W=103"
- LL - Left Arm Loveseat W=64"
- LR - Right Arm Loveseat W=64"
- E1 - Sectional Chair W=42"/48"
- A1 - Armless Chair W=28"

STEP 4: Select your Seat Style
- B - Box (loose)
- K - Knife (loose)

STEP 5: Select your Back Style
- W - Wood Foot
- C - Concealed foot

STEP 6: Select your Base Style

CORSO SECTIONAL ELEMENTS
1/4" = 1’ Scale

SHOWN:
- (5) U2A1-SBC CORSO ARMLESS CHAIRS
- U2E1-SBC CORSO SECTIONAL CHAIR
  Arm height 25 / Seat height 16
  Finish: Modern Elm

SHOWN:
- U6SL-ARM CORSO LEFT ARM SOFA
- U6O1-SBC CORSO OTTOMAN
- U6M8M CORSO RIGHT ARM SOFA
  Arm height 25 / Seat height 16
  Finish: Modern Elm
Versatile and bold with multiple options, the Corso provides style, comfort and design flexibility. Wide comfortable backs with the addition of kidney pillows add fashion and form. Float with a recessed foot or ground with wood feet in choice of finish. The choices seem endless.
Palermo’s mid-century modern profile combines choice of bench or individual cushioning with multiple finishes on the sophisticated tapered leg wood base. Redefining today’s gathering space the Palermo deep corner unit adds an inviting and comfortable opportunity to a sectional offering. The versatility the Palermo family of designs provide make it a designer’s dream.
A polished chrome arched "X" base provides a handsome alternative to the Carlo Swivel base creating a very comfortable and stylish lounge chair. Partner with the matching ottoman and add further comfort. Combine the Carlo Ottoman with the Carlo Chair to create a chaise, stand alone, or in multiples to offer foot-o-bed opportunity or just extra seating that can be pulled into any environment.

Design details combining modernity with tradition distinguish the Carlo Chair offerings. This swivel version has a stylish chrome five point swivel base that provides both function and fashion.

**CARLO SWIVEL CHAIR**

CARLO CHAIR & OTTOMAN

**CARLO**

U103-C3
W29 D32 H34
Inside: W24 D23 H17
Seat height: 19
Finish: Chrome

U111-C1
W29 D32 H34
Inside: W24 D23 H17
Seat height: 19
Finish: Chrome

U111-01
W26 D21 H16
Finish: Chrome
The Aria lounge chair harkens back to the design aesthetics of Milo Baughman with its flat bar frame. The channelled seat and back add the perfect pitch and the wood arm rests can be altered with your choice of finish.

ARIA CHAIR

U109-C1
W29 D32 H32
Inside: W23 D19 H19
Arm height: 23
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm

The mid-century Danish modern Matthew lounge chair has the unique element of leather strapping supporting the loose cushion back and adding detail to the seat cushion design. The European beechwood frame is available in custom finishes to blend or contrast with the fabric chosen.

MATTHEW CHAIR

U107-C1
W29 D32 H32
Inside: W23 D19 H19
Arm height: 22
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm
The Tucker family of designs provide dining capabilities with side chair or two alternate bench lengths allowing for conventional seating or unique combinations.

TUCKER
BENCH & BANQUETTE

U105-B1
W48 D28 H37
Inside: W48 D16 H20
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm

ALSO AVAILABLE:
U105-B2
W72 D28 H37
Inside: W72 D16 H20
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm

TUCKER
DINING CHAIR

U105-C1
W21 D20 H37
Inside: W21 D16 H20
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm
Contrasting fabrics add a touch of art to this handsome design that blends tradition with contemporary simplicity.

THAYER DINING CHAIR

U101-D1
W25 D30 H39
Inside: W16 D19 H22
Seat height: 19
Finish: Modern Elm
This very architectural trestle dining table combines both an understated simplicity of design with structural integrity. Maple solids and veneers are finished in a medium sheen Modern Elm.

**CLARIDGE DINING TABLE**

96” and 120”

LW10011 CLARIDGE DINING TABLE - 120” (Shown)

W120  D48  H30

Modern Elm finish

Medium sheen

Old Maple veneer top with apron

Solid Maple base

No distressing

ALSO AVAILABLE:

LW10010 CLARIDGE DINING TABLE - 96”

W96  D48  H30
Solid metal pedestal base designed for its functionality as a single base to an elegant entry table or round or square dining table. Used in multiples the base can support a very large top. All metal in a handsome brushed silver or gold finish.

**STELLA TABLE**

- **LW10012G PED BASE GOLD**
  - W26  D26  H29.25
  - Finish: Brushed Gold

- **LW10012S PED BASE SILVER**
  - W26  D26  H29.25
  - Finish: Brushed Silver

- **LW100-06 WOOD TOP 54”**
  - W: 26  D: 26  H: 29.25
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-07 WOOD TOP 60”**
  - W: 30  D: 30  H: 30
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-50 RECTANGULAR WOOD TOP 96”**
  - W: 96  D: 48  H: 1
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-51 RECTANGULAR WOOD TOP 120”**
  - W: 120  D: 48  H: 1
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-08 ROUND WOOD TOP 54” WITH APRON**
  - W: 26  D: 26  H: 3.5
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-09 ROUND WOOD TOP 60” WITH APRON**
  - W: 30  D: 30  H: 3.5
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-40 SQUARE WOOD TOP 60”**
  - W: 30  D: 30  H: 1
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-41 SQUARE WOOD TOP 60” WITH APRON**
  - W: 30  D: 30  H: 3.5
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-42 SQUARE WOOD TOP 72”**
  - W: 36  D: 36  H: 1
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **LW100-43 SQUARE WOOD TOP 72” WITH APRON**
  - W: 36  D: 36  H: 3.5
  - Finish: Modern Elm, Mineral, Cinder Dove

- **GL-55 ROUND GLASS TOP 54”**
  - W: 36  D: 36  H: 1
  - Beveled Edge, .75” thick

- **GL-60 ROUND GLASS TOP 60”**
  - W: 36  D: 36  H: 1
  - Beveled Edge, .75” thick
Transitional proportions are afforded to this handsome oak three drawer entertainment console in a Mineral Grey finish with nickel bar pulls on the drawers. The beveled fronts of the open areas each provide an adjustable shelf.

**TREVI ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE**

LW10350
W72  D19  H25
Finish: Mineral Grey
Oak veneer, 3 drawers with Nickel hardware

This unique four door cabinet blends simplicity of design with artisan veneered surfaces. The case is oak in a Modern Elm finish with metal bordered handcrafted Amate door fronts adding great artistic interest. Four adjustable shelves within.

**ANDRE SIDEBOARD**

LW10021
W68  D18  H35
Finish: Modern Elm
Sheen: Meduim
Oak body, with grey Amate doors
The Paolo Side Table is finished with Amber grey on solid oak base. A white concrete top is accented with brass ferrules on the legs.

The Paolo Cocktail Table provides a solid oak cross-stretcher base in an amber grey finish. The base design adds architectural interest and structural integrity. The white concrete top is banded in aged brass matching the leg caps and hardware.

**PAOLO SIDE TABLE**

LW10320
W26.75  D25.375  H24
Finish: Amber grey on solid oak base with white concrete top, accented with brass ferrules on top of legs.

**PAOLO COCKTAIL TABLE**

LW10310
D48  H18
Finish: Amber grey on solid oak base with white concrete top, accented with brass ferrules on top of legs.
This large well proportioned industrial style étagère has an all welded metal frame and five heavy oak shelves in a Mineral Grey finish contrasting with the natural iron.

LENA ÉTAGÈRE

LW10351
W48  D14  H84
Finish: Oak veneer shelves in Mineral finish with natural iron base
This unique box-on-stand design provides a beautiful blend of materials. The case is straight grain oak veneers with a beveled edge leading to lighter grey shagreen drawer fronts. The base, stretcher, and drawer hardware are all composed of a brushed brass.

DELMONT COCKTAIL TABLE

LW10315
W50  D26  H19
Finish: Grey dyed veneer top, grey faux shagreen drawers with inset brushed hardware and metal base

DELMONT END TABLE

LW10325
W30  D26  H24
Finish: Grey dyed veneer top, grey faux shagreen drawers with inset brushed hardware and metal base

DELMONT DESK

LW10335
W60  D29.5  H29.5
Finish: Grey dyed veneer top, grey faux shagreen drawers with inset brushed brass hardware and metal base
RILEY COFFEE TABLE

Large and medium-sized coffee tables are designed to stand alone or nest together. The top features handmade grey Amate veneers.

RILEY NESTED TABLE

The two tables of the Riley Nested Side Table are solid welded steel in a natural gunmetal finish with artisan inset tops. There are three Riley top options to choose from. The Amate version features inset tops with hand made Amate veneers. The Pollock version has hand painted inset tops in a contemporary art form reminiscent of a Jackson Pollock painting. The third option features inset tops of antiqued églomisé mirrored glass.
Both sleek and functional this large scale étagère provides ample space for the display of your fine arts. The all welded frame and steel lower shelf are finished in a blackened raw steel and all other shelves are clear glass.

The Mondrian is an industrial design console table with a metal top and lower base in a blackened raw steel finish framed with all welded metal in the same aged finish. The top has a drawer under the left side and the mid-shelf is clear glass.
The Madison square cocktail table is designed with four distinct top surfaces that are veneered oak in a Modern Elm finish and provide two different elevations atop the matching plinth base.

MADISON
COCKTAIL TABLE

MADRIDIAN
IRON ÉTAGÈRE / SLIM

This narrow version of the Mondrian Étagère with the same all welded metal framing and lower base surface in a blackened raw steel finish with all other shelves in clear glass.
The Emelia Nightstand was designed in two forms with the three drawers on either the left- or right-hand side. This handsome nightstand also features grey dyed veneer case with three drawer fronts and door front in a lighter grey shagreen with brushed brass hardware.

The Emelia Tall Cabinet is both stylish and functional. The straight grain oak veneers are a grey dyed inside and out. The door faces contrast in a light grey shagreen and appointed with scroll shaped brushed brass hardware.
U109-C1 ARIA CHAIR  /  LW10412 BIG GREY STONE  /  LW10413 SMALL GREY STONE  /  U6SL LEFT ARM SOFA  /  U6E1 CORNER  /  U6SR RIGHT ARM SOFA
The Nolan Bunching Cocktail Tables are designed to stand alone or nest together. The Nolan has a natural raw steel finish with the top made of Santos Tomas grey stone with tonal veins or Bianco Bego white stone with grey veins, each in a brick pattern.

The Nolan Side Table, like the Cocktail Table, is metal framed in a natural raw steel finish. The top is made of Santos Tomas grey stone with tonal veins, or Bianco Bego white stone with grey veins, each in a brick pattern.
The Barnett Cabinet, like the Barnett Mirror, is a combination of materials. The case is oak in a walnut finish and the undulating doors are lacquered linen in a cream finish with push latch opening. The iron legs are in a natural finish.
BARNETT MIRROR

This handsome rectangular mirror has an undulating face that is made of a cream linen that has been lacquered. The frame and fillet are aged brass with inset clear mirror glass.

COSMOS SPOT TABLE

This handsome tripod spot table is finished in a casual brushed gold and topped with a dished solid Century marble top. The lower inset marble shelf allows for more storage or display.
The unique Fiori table features a solid Alabaster slab top with an aged nickel finish on the base. It is designed to stand alone or to be clustered with the other Fiori Spot Tables in varying sizes.

**FINISHES**

- **Cinder - J8 (Low Sheen)**
  A clear charcoal finish that reads through to a grey undertone providing a clean transitional mid-tone that works well with browns and greys very well.

- **Dove - 21 (High Sheen)**
  A soft Belgian grey-beige finish, hand burnished and detailed with a gently spattered antique glaze.

- **Mineral - J7 (Low Sheen)**
  A clear light grey stained finish with some translucence which accentuates the character of the wood.

- **Modern Elm - A2 (Standard) (High Sheen)**
  Developed to take advantage of the striking grain pattern of elm, this warm mid-brown finish creates a soft, transitional appearance.

**SHEEN LEVELS**

- **LOW SHEEN**: 5-20%
- **MEDIUM SHEEN**: 25-50%
- **HIGH SHEEN**: 50-75%
- **MATT**: 0%
- **HIGH GLOSS**: 100%